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We're excited to have you perform on our platform, "Live from
the Bunker". Our goal is to create a relaxed and intimate

atmosphere for you to perform your music, tell your stories,
and connect with your audience.



INTRODUCTIONS

To ensure a smooth and professional performance, we kindly
request that you arrive at 201 Weston Road, Toronto at least 10
minutes before you are scheduled to shoot. This will give us enough
time to do get you in the door, do some line checks, monitor checks,
and show prep, before hitting the red button and laying down the
set.

All of this is provided to you at no cost. IT’S FREE. We ask that you
show up, on time, in tune, and ready to put your best performance
forward.  If you have any special requests, or are bringing any
specific gear, please let us know at least on (1) week before your
scheduled performance.  This includes pedal boards, vocal
processors, loopers etc. 
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Kevin Foster Chelsea Powell

Macy The Aussie 
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WHAT TO EXPECT
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Belt packs for your in-ear monitors.
A microphone and stand, and all cables.
A stool, or you may wish to stand.
A full video production studio to capture your set
Water, coffee, or tea 

We provide the following for your performance:

Please bring your instruments and your in-ear monitors (just
the ear buds part). Everything will be performed through our
in-ear monitor system. We will provide the belt packs for your
in-ears. If you do not have in-ears, we can provide them for
you.  We are in a residential area, there will be no amps or
drums allowed in the Bunker. We ask that all sound be
performed through e-drums and amp sims (if at all).  We
prefer stripped-down, acoustic performances. 

We take this very seriously. These are coveted spots which are
booked months in advance. As such, we would appreciate if
you could show up on time for your scheduled performance. 
 Cancellations will result in jeopardizing future bookings with
us. Should you need to cancel your session, please notify us
within one (1) week of your performance date.

WHAT WE
PROVIDE 

WHAT YOU 
NEED to know

CANCELLation
Policy

We recognize that these videos are valuable for festival
applications. For the very low cost of $200, you can own your
master recording. There is no obligation to purchase and
everything we do here is free, however we cannot provide you
with this content at no cost. Should you choose to purchase
your set, we ask that you do not release it publicly before our
scheduled Youtube premier. You have the option to review the
video before your purchase.

master
recording



SOCIAL SUPPORT
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Subscribe to the Live from the Bunker channel to get notified about upcoming sessions.

Like and comment on the videos to show your support for the artists and the show.

Save the videos to your playlists for easy access later.

Watch your own premier at 8pm EST on the designated date.

Come watch other artists' premiers to show your support and discover new music.

Save your favorite Live from the Bunker sessions to your playlists for future listening.

Click the notification bell to get notified when new sessions are released.

Promote your upcoming Live from the Bunker session in advance on your page.

Promote your session during the show by posting a story at the Live from the Bunker sign 

Like, share, comment, and save Live from the Bunker posts 

Tag @livefromthebunker and @kevdfoster on your posts related to the show.

Use  #livefromthebunker in your posts to make them more discoverable to other fans.

On Youtube:

On Instagram/Facebook/Twitter:

As we mentioned above, this session is at no cost to you.  Here are some effective
ways to promote both your music and Toronto's leading digital venue. Check the
next page for all of our social accounts.  



FOLLOW US
ONLINE
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FOLLOW - SUBSCRIBE - LIKE - COMMENT - SHARE

YOUTUBE - @BUNKERPRODUCTIONS

TWITCH - @KEVFROMTHEBUNKER

INSTAGRAM - @KEVDFOSTER

TWITTER - @KEVDFOSTER

FACEBOOK - @KEVDFOSTERMUSIC

DISCORD - @KEVDFOSTER

WEBSITE - KEVDFOSTER.COM

https://youtube.com/@bunkerproductions
https://youtube.com/@bunkerproductions
https://instagram.com/kevdfoster
https://instagram.com/kevdfoster
https://facebook.com/kevdfostermusic
https://discord.gg/kevdfoster
https://kevdfoster.com/
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HOW TO FIND US 

Please call upon your arrival and we will meet you in the
parking lot as shown above.   

Please get to Weston Rd. and McCormack St.
Lights.  Turn east into XYZ Storage and park in one

of the spots as show on the map below. 



kevdfoster@me.com
@kevdfoster

CONTACT US

Bunker Productions

Bunker
Productions

905-830-7905
www.kevdfoster.com

201 Weston Road, Toronto,
Ontario, M6N 3P1 

We're excited to have you perform on "Live from the
Bunker" and look forward to creating a great show

together! Thanks again for doing this.
 

Best regards,
The Bunker Productions Team

 


